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2016 Dinamite Brut Nature Blanc de Blancs Grand Reserva   25 

We are massive fans of Portugal Boutique Winery and in the past would have sent you their awesome Boina 

wines. Portugal Boutique Winery is a company founded only six years ago by two young friends Nuno Aguiar 

de Morais Vaz and António Olazabal Ferreira, with an emphasis on wines of the Douro in their neighbouring 

regions. Its philosophy is to produce wines that express the full authenticity of the Terroir, the grape varieties 

and the harvest year, intervening as little as possible in the winery. By staying true to this philosophy, each 

wine tells a story and reflects the earth, the climate, the soil where the grapes come from, and the people 

involved in its creation. 

From the first time we clapped on eyes on this intriguing bottle of wine, we were hooked! A traditional 

method sparkler made from a blend of Bical, Arinto and Chardonnay from the Bairrada region of Portugal, it’s 

made with no dosage (hence ‘Brut Nature’) leading to an edgy, nervy wine. Citrus aromas, surrounded by 

biscuit and light toasted notes leading to a  smooth flavour with a silky mousse; balanced and harmonious, 

ending long and fresh. Minuscule production and a stunning wine. 

Drink Now-2023. Perfect with some Bacalao 

 

2019 Domaine Castera Jurancon Sec       19 

Frank Lihour is a young, fifth generation winemaker from Monein, who has lit a fire under this sleepy region 

with wines that sing with Jurançon purity and terroir. Despite his young age, Franck has already been making 

wines around the world (including Beaumont winery in South Africa) for over 10 years. On his travels he has 

picked up many ideas to improve the quality of wine back home. He introduced some these ‘new-fangled’ 

ideas, gingerly at first, to his father, and now has taken over the key decisions in the vineyards and winery. 

Franck treats the vines with natural rather than chemical products, the soils are nourished with green manure 

and biodiversity is encouraged by the planting of various plants, harvesting is done by hand and in stages, 

with forensic attention to the quality and ripeness. 

This is the classic expression of Jurancon, pure and like a cross between Sancerre and dry Chablis with 

freshness, purity and finesse. 

Drink Now-2023. Perfect with a Salad Nicoise 

 

 

 

 

 



2016 Les Piliers de Maison Blanche, Montagne St Emilion   20 

A family estate inheriting the winemaking tradition from the Despagne family and the estate from the Rapin 

family. Maison Blanche is located on a thin strip of land in the southwest part of the village of Montagne. The 

estate is made up of old varieties of Cabernets and Merlot, planted between 1943 and 1964 and it has been 

farmed biodynamically for almost ten years. 

Low-yield vines are hand-harvested at optimum ripeness and spontaneously fermented in concrete tanks 

before being aged for up to 18 months in a combination of new (30%) and used barriques before being 

bottled with minimal sulphur. No oenological products (yeasts, enzymes, powdered tannins, tartaric acid, etc), 

no temperature manipulation, no mechanical interference of any kind. Beautifully balanced dark plum and 

blackcurrant with sweet spice and that classic Bordeaux leather and graphite. 

Drink Now-2025. Perfect with Navarin of Lamb 

 

 

2018 Monte Santoccio Rosso Veronese Nicola Ferrari    32 

Formerly an assistant to the legendary Valpolicella producer Giusseppe Quintarelli, Nicola Ferrari now 

makes (far too little of) his own wine from 3ha of organically farmed vines in the West of Valpolicella. It is a 

small family estate a top the hill of Santoccio overlooking Fumane, one of the famous villages of Amarone. 

Nicola refers to this luxurious red Santoccio Rosso as baby-Amarone. Having been made with 80% partially 

dried grapes it is indeed very similar. To the local varieties (Corvina, Corvinone, Rondinella and Molinara) is 

added 20% Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. It’s an inspired blend with its beautiful Italian aromas and hints of 

vanilla. Though rich in flavour and smooth in body it is also elegant. 

Drink Now-2027. Perfect with a Fillet Wellington 

 

 

2016 Renato Corino ‘La Morra’ Barolo       35 

Renato Corino set out on his own from the family winery in 2003 (under good terms, you understand – his 

brother helped him with his first vintage). He had his own ideas on how to make great Barolo in La Morra, and 

wanted to show the world. A mix of modern techniques in the winery and traditional care of the vines yields 

up Barolos that are more approachable than many of their brethren, but also stand the test of time. There is 

often a wild, rich intensity to them that you don’t see in Renato’s brother’s estate (called Corino as well). 

Renato has some of the finest sites in La Morra in the heart of Barolo. This is glorious wine. The aromas are 

thrilling and uplifting with notes of fine cedar, pencil-lead, polished mahogany, chestnut, and fine spice 

intermingling with the perfectly balanced fruit. The palate has finesse and elegance and drinks sort of like a 

cross between a fine Margaux and Burgundy. Do not expect big wine but do expect a great mouthful. 

Drink Now-2027. Perfect with Osso Bucco 

 


